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At the end of our annual journey, I would like to broadly outline the vision of our institution, which is to create a framework to spur knowledge, ideas, creative thinking and integral humanism as an ideology with public policy to influence policy decisions for development of the nation.

“Whatever work you undertake, do it seriously, thoroughly and well; never leave it half-done or undone, never feel yourself satisfied unless and until you have given it your very best. Cultivate the habits of discipline and toleration. Surrender not the convictions you hold dear but learn to appreciate the points of view of your opponents.” Quote from a speech delivered by Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee at Scottish Church College, Kolkata on 7th December 1935.

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee’s words mentioned above echo in our institution, for attaining a focus at recycling research that aims to solve policy problems and not solely to advance the theoretical debate. The foundation over the years has emerged as a platform for facilitating the convergence of ideas, positions and visions, while aspiring to strengthen the nation, preserve unity and integrity, and contribute towards the progress for attaining integral development with its nationalist ideological vision and thoughts of Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee and Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay. SPMRF strives to strengthen and to uphold issues and positions in tune with India’s national interest and identify the multifarious challenges before the nation and its people. It aims to do all this through analysing, examining and studying, not only the present context of the challenges, but also their historical and civilizational backdrop through research, publications, advocacy, debates, discussions and round-tables. This will support in highlighting issues that are crucial in the national interest. The foundation has created a pool of intellectual nationalist who can express their views and expertise on the foundation’s platform for national resurgence, cultural rejuvenation, integration and self-reliance.

SPMRF provides a platform for experts, practitioners, academics and other opinion makers to come together and exchange ideas, evolve positions on a wide range of issues facing the nation, with the objective of educating a wider public opinion. Throughout 2016-17, SPMRF has organized a series of programmes and roundtable discussions, outreach to experts, intellectuals, opinion makers, civil society leaders and organisations and the academia. It has come out with position papers, books, policy recommendation notes and occasional papers in areas as wide as education, political analysis, environment-climate change and river cleaning, urban challenges, good governance, foreign affairs and governance projects.

Some of the highlights of 2017 activities organized by the foundation- Book Release ‘India @ 70 Modi @ 3.5” by Shri Arun Jaitley, Union Minister of Finance and Corporate Affairs at the Nehru Memorial Museum & Library. The book documented India’s multi sectoral transformation since 2014 and the contribution of experts from various fields to analyse the growth graph of India after 70 years of independence. Another publication by the title ‘Syama Prasad Mookerjee: His vision of Education’ and ‘Parivartanki ore’ was released by Shri Amit Shah, National President, BJP.

SPMRF organised a series of talks, discussion and round tables on contemporary policy questions by eminent experts, leaders and ministers on a number of interesting issues such as - ‘Must Bengal Waste?’, ‘China
relations at present and the future', 'Ayodhya – the case as it stands now', 'Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee life & Legacy- contemporary significance & relevance', 'West Bengal: Analysing the present situation and the way forward', 'Budget 2017: remonetisation, recalibration', 'The Dolam Standof: what it means for India- China relations', 'Nehru to Modi: Paradigm shift in ideas, approaches and execution' and 'Jammu & Kashmir: the present scenario and our responsibilities & duties'.

We also conducted a symposium in collaboration with Banaras Hindu University on 'Resurgent India: Emerging Contours of India’s foreign policy' and orchestrated a regional writer meet, Kolkata chapter at West Bengal and a special dialogue with Shri Arun Jaitley, (Union Minister of Finance & Corporate Affairs) on 'Towards a new polity: Campaign Finance Reform in India' and with Shri Nitin Gadkari, (Union Minister for Road Transport, Highways & Shipping) on 'transforming India through connecting India' at Nehru Memorial Museum & Library.

Our team organized a seminar on role of indigenous ideologies and emergence of contemporary narratives to build a New India and special Lecture on LPG in India: The past, present and future of Ujjwala by Prof. Kirk from UC Berkley. The foundation hosted special address by H.E Mr. Daniel Carmon (Ambassador of Israel to India on “India – Israel: Enduring Partnership”. Series of round table were hosted by us on 'Milestones in Governance and National Security 2014-2017', 'Rivers in the subcontinent, waterways & water policy', 'India and the UN, India and multilateral under PM Modi expansion of the UNSC, World Yoga Day India’s Civilization achievement', 'Alternative narrative building the age of portals, countering false narratives, ideological battle and the challenges ahead'.

In the year ahead, our foundation is aiming at bringing about new and existing public policy initiatives and interventions by interpreting and analysing through debates, discussion, documentation and research for upholding its position as one of the most reputed political think tanks of the nation.
About SPMRF

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation (SPMRF) has emerged as a forum which facilitates the convergence of ideas, positions and visions that aspire to strengthen the nation and preserve her unity and integrity and contribute towards her progress and integral development.

Committed to the nationalist ideological vision and thoughts of Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee and Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay, SPMRF strives to strengthen and to uphold issues and positions in tune with India’s national interest. It aims to identify the multifarious challenges before the nation and the people and attempts to bring about a greater awareness of these among a wider cross-section of our people. It aims to do this through analysing, examining and studying, not only the present context of the challenges, but also their historical and civilisational backdrop. The principal area of the Foundation’s focus is to create an intellectual ambience where nationalist thought and nationalism can find free expression. Through research, publications, advocacy, debates, discussions and roundtables, the Foundation aims to highlight issues that are crucial in the national interest. A wide number of experts have, over a period, lent their support, expertise and insight to such an effort. National resurgence, cultural rejuvenation, national integration and national self-reliance are the ideals which SPMRF espouses and strives to work for.

SPMRF provides a platform for experts, practitioners, academics and other opinion makers to come together and exchange ideas, evolve positions on a wide range of issues facing the nation with the objective of educating a wider public opinion. In order to encourage the study and dissemination of the work and legacy of Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee – educationist, statesman and founder of the Bharatiya Jan Sangh, the mother political organisation of the Bharatiya Janata Party – SPMRF has also undertaken research on his life and work by bringing out new facets which can inspire youth to dedicate themselves for national progress and for working to uphold and sustain the grand vision of “One India” and “Great India.”

It is to realise this vision of national cohesion, unity and oneness that SPMRF invites all to make a positive effort and to contribute their best thoughts and achievements that may lead India to greater pinnacles of glory and strength.

Objectives

- Mobilize expertise and ideas to influence the policy making process.
- Advancing the cause of good governance, national security and international peace
- Creating partnerships among research-based institutions in-order to individually and collectively develop evidence-based solutions to the pressing developmental needs of India
- Reach out to all stakeholders and economic catalyst such as public and private sectors, media, etc.) for coordinated interventions;
- Develop a database/resource center related to think tanks internationally so as to identify comparative advantages
- Promote a platform of collaboration between political leaders and experts from various sectors for effective implementation of development strategies at the country level.
Policy Talk

Nehru to Modi: A Paradigm Shift in Ideas, Approaches and Execution at IIM Bangalore

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore organised a special talk by Dr. Anirban Ganguly on the comparison of approach, ideas and execution of policy decisions from Nehruvian era to BJP led Modi Government.
Symposium on

‘Resurgent India: Emerging Contours of India’s Foreign Policy’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Malviya Centre for Peace Research, Faculty of Social Sciences, Banaras Hindu University (BHU) organised a Symposium on ‘Resurgent India: Emerging Contours of India’s Foreign Policy’ at BHU.

Discussions were held with the editors of the book, ‘MODI DOCTRINE,’ (Dr. Anirban Ganguly, Dr. Vijay Chauthaiwale and Dr. Uttam Sinha).
Nehru Memorial Museum & Library (NMML) and Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi organized a Discussion on ‘Budget 2017: Remonetisation, Recalibration & Reform’ at NMML auditorium. Prof. Bibek Debroy (Member, NITI Aayog), Prof. Rathin Roy (Director, National Institute of Public Finance & Policy) and Dr. Surjit Bhalla (Senior Economist, Chairman & MD of Oxus Investments) participated in the discussion along with Shri Ashok Malik (Senior Columnist & Author) moderated the session.
Book Launch of
‘Parivartanki Ore’ at Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh

The National President of BJP, Shri Amit Shah released a book called ‘Parivartan Ki Ore’ published collectively by Dr Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation and Prabhat Prakashan outlining the initiatives and schemes of the Central Government in Gorakhpur. This book has been edited by senior journalist Mr. Anant Vijay and Research fellow Shri Shivanand Dwivedi. On this occasion, National General Secretary of the BJP, Shri Bhupender Yadav and Member of Parliament from Gorakhpur, Shri Yogi Adityanath (current Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh) had attended the event.

Shri Amit Shah, National President BJP, Shri Adityanath Yogi- MP, Shri Bhupinder Yadav MP
Book Launch of
‘Parivartan Ki Ore’

Formal public launch of the book titled ‘Parivartan Ki Ore’ was held at an event organized at India International Centre, New Delhi. This book, collectively published by Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation and Prabhat Publishers was launched by Union Minister Shri Dharmendra Pradhan and BJP National Vice-President Shri Shyam Jaju. The book is edited by Shri Anant Vijay and Shri Shiwanand Dwivedi.
A discussion was organized on the book ‘Parivartan Ki Ore’ which outlines the Central Government initiatives, collectively published by Dr Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation and Prabhat Prakashan at the Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts. This discussion was held to give a platform to the participants for expressing their opinions and views.
Conversation with Shri Arun Jaitley

‘Towards a New Polity: Campaign Finance Reform in India’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library (NMML) organized a conversation with Shri Arun Jaitley (Union Minister of Finance & Corporate Affairs) and Shri Ashok Malik (Senior Columnist & Author)
Discussion on

‘Must Bengal Waste?’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation organised a Round Table Discussion at India International Centre, New Delhi on ‘Must Bengal Waste?’. Dr. Swapan Dasgupta (Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha Member, SPMRF Advisory Council), Shri Surajit Dasgupta (Founder Editor-in-Chief, sirfnews.com) and Shri Jaideep Majumdar (Associated Editor Swarajya Magazine) were the key speakers of the discussion.
Seminar on
‘Role of indigenous ideologies and emergence of contemporary narratives to build ‘a New India’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation organized a ‘National Writer’s Meet, Chennai Chapter’ in Chennai, Tamil Nadu. A day long brainstorming seminar was organized on the topic of ‘Role of indigenous ideologies and emergence of contemporary narratives to build ‘a New India’. The programme was attended by writers, bloggers and thinkers from all over the India.

L-R:Dr. Anirban Ganguly, Director SPMRF, Shri Amit Malviya, National IT in charge BJP, Shri B.L Santhosh, National Joint General Secretary, BJP, Prof P. Kanagasabapathi,
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library (NMML) organized a programme in the Commemoration of the 87th Anniversary of the Chittagong Revolt. Smt. Smriti Zubin Irani (Union Minister for Textiles) addressed and released ‘A Study of Life the English edition of JEEBON ADHYAY’, the autobiography of the late Freedom Fighter, Smt. Kalyani Bhattacharjee (nee Das). Prof. Makarand Paranjape (Jawaharlal Nehru University) spoke on ‘The ideals of the Freedom Movement, Nation & Nationalism’.
Special Address by

H.E. Mr. Daniel Carmon (Ambassador of Israel to India) on ‘India – Israel : Enduring Partnership’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library (NMML) invited H.E. Mr. Daniel Carmon (Ambassador of Israel to India) to speak on ‘India – Israel : Enduring Partnership’.
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation organized a ‘National Writers’s Meet Kolkata Chapter’ in Kolkata, West Bengal. On this occasion a day long brainstorming seminar was organised on the topic ‘West Bengal: New Narratives Possibilities & Challenges’ which was attended by writers, bloggers and prominent thinkers of the region. Shri Dattatreya Hosabale Ji (Sah Sarkaryavah, RSS), Hon’ble Prof. Tathagata Roy (Governor Of Tripura) and Dr. Swapan Dasgupta (MP, Rajya Sabha) were the key speakers of the seminar.
Activities

29th April, 2017
A discussion was organised by Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation and Nationalistonline.com on ‘New India: Ideology and Development’ at the Auditorium of Lucknow University. The Key Speakers of this programme were Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla (Minister of State for Finance) and Prof. Manoj Dikshit, Departmental Head of Public Administration Department.
Conversation with Shri Nitin Gadkari

‘Transforming India through Connecting India’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library (NMML) organized a Conversation with Shri Nitin Gadkari (Union Minister for Road Transport, Highways & Shipping) and Shri Ashok Malik (Senior Columnist & Author) on ‘Transforming India through Connecting India’ at NMML, New Delhi.
Seminar on

‘Jammu & Kashmir: the Present Scenario & Our Responsibilities & Duties’

On the martyrdom day of Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee, SPMRF organized a seminar on ‘Jammu & Kashmir: the Present Scenario & Our Responsibilities & Duties’ at Convention Centre, Jammu. On this occasion main address was delivered by Dr. Krishna Gopal ji (Sah Sarkaryavah, RSS), and Dr. Nirmal Singh (Deputy Chief Minister J&K). Shri Shyam Jaju (National Vice President, BJP) and Dr. Anirban Ganguly, Director SPMRF also participated in the Seminar. This programme was attended by local residents and civilians of Jammu in a large number.
Activities
Discussion on
‘Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Life & Legacy – contemporary significance & relevance’

On the occasion of Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee’s 116th Birth Anniversary Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library organized a Discussion on ‘Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Life & Legacy - contemporary significance & relevance’. Shri Ramlal, National General Secretary (Organisation) BJP & Dr. Swapan Dasgupta (Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha & Member, SPMRF Advisory Council) were the key speakers for the discussion.

The discussion entailed at Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee’s contribution’s in the field of education and his farsighted vision on alternative political discourse and scientific techniques for the defence.

L-R: Shri Shakti Sinha, Director NMML, Shri Ramlal, National General Secretary (Org) BJP, Dr. Swapan Dasgupta, MP- Rajya Sabha, Dr. Anirban Ganguly, Director SPMRF
Policy Talk

‘Understanding the Current Issue with China’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation organised a policy talk by Shri Jayadeva Ranade (President, Centre for China Analysis & Strategy, Former Additional Secretary, RAW), on ‘Understanding the Current Issue with China’ at SPMRF Conference Hall.
Book Release

‘Syama Prasad Mookerjee: His Vision of Education’

A book on ‘Syama Prasad Mookerjee: His Vision of Education’ published by Wisdom Tree in collaboration with Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation. The book was released by Shri Amit Shah (National President, BJP) at Nehru Memorial Museum & Library, New Delhi.

Shri Amit Shah, National President BJP addressing the gathering
Activities

L-R: Dr. Anirban Ganguly, Director, SPMRF, Prof Avadhesh Kumar Singh, Co-editor, Prof Bibek Debroy, Member Niti Aayog, Shri Amit Shah, National President BJP, Shri B.B Kumar, Chairman ICSSR, Shri ShyamJaju, National vice President BJP, Shri Shobit Arya
Activities
Discussion on

‘West Bengal: Analysing the present situation and the way forward’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation organized a Discussion on ‘West Bengal: Analysing the present situation and the way forward’ at Constitution club of India.
Special Lecture

‘LPG in India: the past, present & future of Ujjwala’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library (NMML) invited Professor Kirk R Smith MPH PHD (Professor of Global Environmental Health School of Public Health, University of California, Berkeley to deliver a special lecture on ‘LPG in India: the past, present and future of Ujjwala’. Shri Ashutosh Jindal I.A.S. (Joint Secretary, Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas) presided and moderated the discussion.

L-R: Dr. Anirban Ganguly, Director SPMRF, Shri Ashutosh Jindal I.A.S. (Joint Secretary, Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas), Professor Kirk R Smith MPH PHD (Professor of Global Environmental Health School of Public Health, University of California, Berkeley)
The book was launched by Shri Arun Jaitley (Union Minister of Finance and Corporate Affairs). He highlighted the need to document India’s multi-sectoral transformation since 2014 and the contribution of experts from various fields to analyse the growth graph of India after 70 years of independence.
‘The Dolam Standoff: what it means for India-China relations’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation (SPMRF) organized a Round Table Discussion on ‘The Dolam Standoff: what it means for India-China relations’ by Shri Nitin A. Gokhale (National Security Analyst & Founder BharatShakti.in). Dr. Anirban Ganguly (Director, SPMRF) chaired and moderated the session.

‘Daasta Ke Daanv Mein Bhartiya Shiksh’

Dr. Syama Mookerjee Research Foundation and nationalistonline.com invited Shri Hitesh Shankar (Editor, Panchjanya), as the key speaker of the discussion at SPMRF conference room.
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation, New Delhi in collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library (NMML) and BharatShakti.in organized a Round Table Discussion on ‘Milestones in Governance & National Security 2014-2017’ at NMML. Authors, editors & contributors of two books namely ‘Securing India – the Modi Way’ & ‘India @70 Modi @3.5’ were invited to discuss their analysis.
Round Table Series : 1

‘On the trail of the Black – Perspectives on the fight against corruption & black money’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation invited Shri Kishore Desai (Public Policy Analyst, Officer on Special Duty at NITI Aayog) as the key speaker for the discussion. Dr. Anirban Ganguly (Director, SPMRF) chaired the session.

Round Table Series : 2

‘Rivers in the subcontinent, Waterways & Water Policy’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation invited Dr. Uttam Kr. Sinha (Fellow, Institute of Defence & Studies Analysis (IDSA) as the key speaker for the discussion. Dr. Anirban Ganguly (Director, SPMRF) chaired the session.
Round Table Series : 3

‘India and the UN, India & multilateralism under Prime Minister Modi, Expansion of the UNSC, World Yoga Day India’s civilisational achievement’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation invited Ambassador Asoke Kumar Mukherji (India’s Former Permanent Representative to the United Nations) as the key speaker for the discussion. Dr. Anirban Ganguly (Director, SPMRF) chaired the session.

Round Table Series : 4

‘Alternative narrative building, the age of portals, countering false narratives, ideological battle and the challenges ahead’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation invited Shri Atul Mishra (Founder & CEO, Rightlog.in) as the key speaker for the discussion. Shri Harshvardhan Tripathi (Senior Fellow, SPMRF) chaired the session.
Round Table Series : 5

‘The CPC Congress-what it means for China and India, India-China relations at present and the future’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation invited Shri Jayadeva Ranade (President, Centre for China Analysis & Strategy, New Delhi & Former Additional Secretary, R&AW) as the key speaker for the discussion. Dr. Anirban Ganguly (Director, SPMRF) chaired the session.

Round Table Series : 6

‘Ayodhya - the case as it stands now’

Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation invited Shri Vikramjit Banerjee (Senior Advocate, Supreme Court of India & Member, BJP Legal Affairs Department) as the key speaker for the discussion. Dr. Saradindu Mukherjee (Member, ICSSR) chaired the session.
Book Launch

‘India @70 Modi @3.5: Capturing India’s Transformation under Narendra Modi’ and discussion on ‘Transforming India: Governance, State of Polity, GST, Demonetisation, Ease of Doing Business at Paris’

3rd December, 2017

L-R: Dr. Anirban Ganguly, Director SPMRF, Amb Vinay Kwatra, Dr. Swapan Dasgupta, MP- Rajya Sabha, Shishir Bajoria, Chairman IIM-Shillong, J Naga Praveen, OFBJP France
International Events

Transforming India-New India
The NewIndia and TransformingIndia Narrative is set to be articulated and presented on a global dimension

PARIS
Transforming India: Governance, State of Polity, GST, Decentralisation, Ease of Doing Business
Sunday 3rd December 2017, Paris
Book Launch

‘India@70 Modi @3.5’
Brussels

‘India@70 Modi@3.5: Capturing India’s Transformation under Narendra Modi’ with Members of European Parliament (MEPs) at European Union Parliament, Brussels. The Indian Embassy in Belgium collaborated with Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation to organise a discussion on ‘India’s transformation under Narendra Modi’ with the Members of the Chambers of Commerce, Indian diaspora, officials of the European Union, experts and other members of the diplomatic corps.
Book Launch

‘India @70 Modi @3.5: Capturing India’s Transformation under Narendra Modi’ and discussion on ‘Prime Minister Modi’s Narrative of New India’ at India House, London

L-R: Amb Dinesh Patnaik, British Deputy High Commissioner to India, Amb Y.K Sinha, Indian High Commission UK, Swapan Dasgupta , MP-Rajya Sabha and Manoj Ladwa, Founder India Inc

Transforming India-New India
The New India and Transforming India Narrative is set to be articulated and presented on a global dimension

LONDON
Launch of “India@70 Modi@3.5: Capturing India’s Transformation under Narendra Modi” & Discussion on Prime Minister Modi’s Narrative of New India
India House, London
Tuesday 4th December 2017
The website has been launched in Hindi and English language by BJP National President Sh. Amit Shah ji at National Writers Meet on 30th July 2016.

On Nationalistonline Hindi web-portal total number of articles uploaded is 506. Number of recent articles published on Demonetisation: 18, Triple Talaq: 18, UP Elections: 40, Gujrat Elections: 20, Surgical Strike: 12, GST: 12

On Nationalistonline English web-portal total number of articles uploaded is 157.

Facebook page of Nationalistonline has average reach of >02 lakhs, highest reach >07 lakhs and Fb page like is >60K.
"The Nationalist" is a well circulated E-Journal of the foundation since Feb 2015 with ISBN No. 2454-9401.

It has now 41 issues upto Jan 2018 in which numerous research based articles has been contributed by several renowned authors.

It has very good impact on the politically awakened class.

It has been Subscribed by 12,000 readers and recieved by them via email permonth.

On the foundation's website this E-Journal has 15,000 monthly views & clicks.
PUBLICATIONS

India @70
MODI @3.5
Capturing India's Transformation Under Narendra Modi
EDITORS
BIBEK DEBROY • ASHOK MALIK

Parivartan
की ओर
संपादक
अनंत विजय • शिवासंद द्विवेदी

Syama Prasad Mookerjee
His Vision of Education
EDITORS
Anibha Ganguly • Avadhesh Kumar Singh
Samvad: Narendra Modi’s Vision of India’s Civilisational Dialogue
by Dr. Anirban Ganguly
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Resource Centre is one of the few resource centres in India to archive some of the most iconic events of Jan Sangh. The resource centre houses pictorial history of Jan Sangh and eminent political leaders of Bharatiya Jan Sangh. There is a separate resource section for Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee’s speeches and videos covering some of the major political milestones and his Parliamentary debates. Some of the in-house resource material comprise his writings on political ideological stance and his view on education, politics, industry and trade. The resource centre is a hub for many research scholars and current political leaders of India, for accessing political historical data. The centre has a e-resource bank, for research scholars and policy makers to access SPMRF’s Annual report, books, journal, articles, occasional papers, booklets and publications. The resource centre has a growing collection of journals, books primarily in the areas of international relations/diplomacy, Indian Politics, economic studies, media, civilizational and cultural studies.
REPORTS

1. **Uttar Pradesh: A Cross Comparative Analysis on key Development Indicators**
   By: Dr. Arnaya Awasthi

2. **Blue Economy**
   By: Sugandh Priya Ojha

3. **Green Flag to Green Points: A brief report on emergence of India from 3rd largest emitter to frontrunner in fight against climate change**
   By: Sugandh Priya Ojha
REPORTS

4
Powers, Functions and Roles of the Governor and its misuse by Congress Government
By - Shubhendu Anand

5
3 Years of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
By - Shubhendu Anand
कामयाबी के दो वर्ष
संकलनकर्ता : शिवानन्द ढिवेदी

डॉ. श्यामा प्रसाद मुखर्जी बलिदान दिवस: 23 जून
संकलनकर्ता : शिवानन्द ढिवेदी

25 जून 1975: बंदी बना लोकतंत्र
संकलनकर्ता : शिवानन्द ढिवेदी
4 कालेधन पर करारी चोट
By: शिवानंद द्विवेदी और शैलेंद्र शुक्ला

5 असंवैधानिक हुआ तीन तलाक
संकलनकर्ता: आदर्श तिवारी

6 वाम हिंसा: कलकित होता लोकतंत्र
संकलनकर्ता: आयुष आनंद
The matic Collection of PM’s Quotes on the idea of a “New India” By - Dr Ananya Awasthi & Vaibhav Chadha
SPMRF TRUSTEES

SHRI RAM LAL
National Gen. Secretary (Organisation), BJP
Officiating Chairman, SPMRF

SHRI ARUN SINGH
National Gen. Secretary, BJP
Secretary, SPMRF

SHRI SHYAM JAJU
National Vice President, BJP
Treasurer, SPMRF

SHRI PRABHAT JHA (MP)
National Vice President, BJP
Trustee, SPMRF

Dr. VINAY SAHASRABUDDHE (MP)
National Vice President, BJP
Trustee, SPMRF
Advisory Council - SPMRF

Bhupender Yadav
Member of Parliament, (Rajya Sabha) & BJP National General Secretary

A. Suryaprakash
Veteran journalist, author, Chairman, Prasar Bharati Board

Dr. Swapan Dasgupta
Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha)

Dr. Vijay Chauthaiwale
National Incharge, BJP Foreign Affairs Department

Shakti Sinha, I.A.S (retd.)
Director, Nehru Memorial Museum & Library. Former Jt. Secretary, Prime Minister’s Office,

Ambassador Asoke Kumar Mukherji
India’s Former Permanent Representative to the United Nations

Rajiv Sikri
Former Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs, Former Special Secretary for Economic Relations, Former Ambassador to Kazakhstan, Former Deputy Chief of Mission in Paris

Professor Mukul G Asher
Professorial Fellow, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore & Fellow, Dr, Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation (SPMRF)
Advisory Council - SPMRF

Jayadeva Rande  
President Centre for China Analysis & Strategy, New Delhi  
Formar Additional, Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat, Govt. of India

Raj Liberhan  
Former Director, India Habitat Centre, New Delhi,  
Eminent Urban Planner

Professor Kapil Kapoor  
Eminent Educationist & Former Pro-Vice Chancellor, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, Chancellor, Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi University, Wardha

P. P. Shukla  
Former Ambassador of Russia, Former High Commissioner to Australia & Singapore, Former Diplomate Advisor to Prime Minister of India

Dr. J. K. Bajaj  
Director, Policy Studies, Delhi

Prof (Dr.) Santishree D. Pandit  
Professor, Dept of Politics & Public Administration, University of Pune

P. P. Shrivastava I.A.S. (retd.),  
Former Member, North Eastern Council (NEC)
SPMRF TEAM

Dr. Anirban Ganguly
Director SPMRF, Ph.D Education
Member, Central Advisory Board of Education

Professor Mukul G Asher
Distinguished Fellow, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore
& Distinguished Fellow, Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation (SPMRF)

Vikramjit Banerjee
Senior Advocate
Supreme Court of India

Harshvardhan Tripathi
Senior Fellow

Shiwanand Dwivedi
Research Fellow
Political Columnist & Journalist

Aseervatham Achary
Research Fellow
B.Sc., PGDIR & PM, Cert. Journalism, MBA
SPMRF TEAM

Shubhendu Anand
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The Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP) of the Lauder Institute at the University of Pennsylvania conducts research on the role played by Policy Institutes in Governments and Civil Societies across the World. The latest report ‘2017 Global Go To Think Tank Index Report’ released by TTCSP on 31st January 2018 ranked Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation 34th globally and ranked 1st in India under the heading “Best Think Tanks with a Political Party Affiliation” on Page 152 of the report.

(Link to the Report:https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1012&context=think_tanks)
“The gigantic task of reconstruction, cultural, social, economic and political can be rendered possible through coordinated efforts of bands of trained and disciplined Indians. Armed with the knowledge of Indian’s past glory and greatness, her strength and weakness, it is they who can place before their country a programme of work, which while loyal to the fundamental traditions of India civilisation will be adapted to the changing conditions of the modern world.”

-Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee
Convocation Address delivered at Gurukul Kangri Viswavidyalaya, Haridwar, 1943
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